In the course of preparing this paper, which initially focused solely on identifying the impacts of input-output analysis on geography, a much broader perspective on the impacts of Walter Isard on geography ultimately emerged. In the tradition of input-output analysis, these impacts are grouped into direct, indirect, and induced effects, and summarized under the heading of influence. Walter Isard touched the lives of many through personal relationships, books and articles, and an energetic devotion to and enthusiasm for the creation of a regional science association. The Regional Science Association and its publications supported something of a greenhouse environment in which the seedlings of GIS and scientific geography could take root, until they were well enough established to enter mainstream geography. While clearly not limited to geography, the fruits of Walter Isard's labors continue to populate the discipline through his contemporaries, their students, students' students, and so on. The formative years of both regional science and scientific geography left an indelible mark on the nature of geographic inquiry.
Introduction
When first asked to prepare and contribute an article for this journal, to be included in an issue celebrating Walter Isard and fifty years of the Regional Science Association, I was eager to participate. My topic was to be the impact of the input-output framework on geography. As a geographer for whom both the input-output framework and impact assessments have been near and dear, I set out with some considerable enthusiasm. Along the way, however, the path took some interesting turns, and I learned much about an era of great significance to both geography and regional science. I also discovered something of the magnitude of the historian's challenge in constructing an accurate depiction of historical events! As the tracing on influence naturally progresses backward in time, my attention was drawn quickly to the early days of regional science, when both regional science and quantitative, or scientific geography, were in their infancies. Anyone with such an opportunity will find it challenging to reconcile not only different but sometimes contradictory descriptions of times, places, and events. Historical inaccuracies and omissions are regrettable but likely inevitable, and for any contained herein, I sincerely apologize. Nevertheless, I am deeply indebted and grateful to all of those with whom I corresponded in preparing this paper.
One personally discouraging conclusion drawn early along the path is that the impacts on geography of the input-output frameworks, per se, have been somewhat less far-reaching than I had imagined. In due course, I will address these impacts explicitly. In reaching that conclusion, however, a much more substantial impact on geography crystallized, and I will take the liberty also to address explicitly the broader influence Walter Isard exerted on geography.
Generally, and unapologetically drawing on the input-output impacts assessment terminology, Walter's impacts on geography have been direct, indirect, and induced. The direct impacts are the results of professional and personal contributions; the indirect impacts are the effects of a) the formation of the Regional Science Association, b) Location and Space-Economy and Methods of Regional Analysis; and the induced impacts are, in effect, second round institutional consequences.
Input-output and direct effects
One of the methods most strongly identified with Walter Isard during the first decade was regional input-output analysis. As such, it is logical to begin by tracing perhaps the most easily identifiable of all direct effects on geography: the impacts of input-output analysis. As hinted above, however, this tracing draws a path that is not especially overwhelming.
Although a number of geographers already had been exposed to regional input-output analysis from Isard's other publications, the appearance of Methods in 1960 solidified its position in the methodological tool kit of the regional analyst. Despite the exposure it provided, however, few geographers adopted the approach to the extent of basing primary research and publication paths on an input-output foundation. Morgan Thomas (Washington) exposed many students to input-output, including John Parr, William Beyers, Gunther Krumme, Geoffrey Hewings, Rodney Erickson, and others. 1 Of these, Hewings, who was more strongly influenced by Charles Tiebout, formed input-output into the centerpiece of his research career, and continues to publish prolifically in the area today. Hewings also has advised a large number of students of input-output, not only nationally and internationally, but across disciplines as well. His Ph.D. advisees have 1 Another individual with ties to University of Washington geography is Dick Conway, who, while a geographer, went into private consulting. studied not only in geography, but in economics, planning, and other related disciplines.
Nevertheless, although input-output research and instruction has been continued within geography, relatively few geographers adopted inputoutput as a stronghold for research, and those who have done so have maintained those emphases for varying durations. The names include Breandan O'hUallachain, Randall Jackson, Sarwar Jahan, Adrian Esparza, Harrison Campbell, Federico Cuello, Jungyul Sohn, and Nuzul Achjar. Although their work may not all center on input-output, the threads of the framework can be seen often to continue through their publications.
Naturally, these individuals have also advised varying numbers of students, but it is safe to say that they have produced a number of inputoutput oriented Ph.D.s that is smaller than the group above. While it need not have been the case, and while it does not seem to hold internationally or outside of geography, it seems that each round of input-output impacts within US geography is indeed smaller than the preceding round.
3 Indirect effects 3.1 The regional science association (RSA)
In communication, Marble writes, ''Perhaps his greatest impact came not as an individual, but through the establishment of the Regional Science Association. This encouraged a number of geographers at a time when their own journals were not accessible to modeling or quantitative approaches,'' 2 and at a time when venues for meeting and exchanging ideas with likeminded individuals were severely limited. These like-minded geographers are strongly associated with the quantitative revolution in geography, which was transpiring coincidentally with the founding and development of regional science and the Regional Science Association. The group includes such names as Duane Marble, Brian Berry, Richard Morrill, William Garrison, Waldo Tobler, Julian Wolpert, Arthur Getis, Stephen Gale, Maurice Yeates, William Bunge, Barry Garner, Michael Dacey, Edward Taaffe, Edward Ullman, Morgan Thomas, William Clark, John Nystuen, William Warntz, and others to whom apologies are extended. Of these, many published papers in early volumes of the Papers of the Regional Science Association, and still more participated at annual meetings. 3 Of the forty papers and commentaries published by geographers (i.e., individuals I was able to identify as geographers) in the PRS during the RSA's first ten years, less than a handful actually cited any of Walter Isard's 2 I exchanged communications with a number of these individuals, but have opted in some cases not to include direct quotes. Where quotes are provided, I have simply referred to the source by last name. However, I will at times borrow liberally from those communications, as they provide much of the basis for this report. I am very grateful to, and for the insights of those who corresponded, as I am grateful, for that matter, to the entire group, which provided the foundation upon which my own career has been based! 3 Since the Papers of the Regional Science Association had various names during the first ten years, I will refer to it only as the PRS.
works. Many of these publications (listed in References for those interested) focused on areas of research complimentary to those that attracted Walter's focus, such as urban and transport geography, and spatial interaction, and as such, required no direct reference to Isard. Yet all of these geographers benefited from the Association. ''The formation of the Regional Science Association in 1954 was an important step, offering geographers broad multidisciplinary support for their drive towards science… The RSA meetings were an important place to gather and feel a sense of self-worth, something that was certainly not present in AAG meetings at the timerather the atmosphere there was one of hostility and denigration'' (Berry) . Others confirmed that regional science offered both intellectual and personal contacts.
The RSA also played a particularly important role as an alternate professional association for those with quantitative (socio-) economic geography and modeling interests beginning again in the early 1980s (and continuing to some extent still) when a succession of anti-quantitative isms swept through the discipline. The Regional Science Association has seen varying degrees of participation from geographers over the years. For many geographers, the RSA continues to be more important than the Association of American Geographers in terms of both publication outlets and the exchange of research ideas with colleagues at conferences.
The books
Although his interests and ways of working and thinking were already on a maturing path before intersecting Isard's path, William Garrison (at Washington) immediately adopted Isard's Location and Space-Economy (1956) as a partial text for his advanced economic geography course. Thus began a broad exposure to geographers of the day. Although Location was read by nearly everyone, most agreed that Methods of Regional Analysis (1960) had more impact since it contained more ''useful ideas and tools.'' While many noted equally important influences of the era for geographers (such as Christaller and Lo¨sch, as well as Hagerstrand), nearly every communication received pointed to the significance of the introduction of these two books, and their influence on geography generally. Walter Isard has been a prolific author. Focusing on these first two books is in no way intended to detract from the significance of his many other papers, proceedings, and books. These simply are the two publications that were cited by correspondents as influential publications during the early years.
Induced impacts
Although the geography department at the University of Illinois changed its name to Geography and Regional Science, and despite the establishment of a department of Regional Science at the University of Pennsylvania, the most profound ''induced'' impacts may well be reflected in the Geography and Regional Science Program at the National Science Foundation. ''The early NSF directorate was nearly exclusively a center for regional science activity'' (Getis). Several of its leaders were strongly influenced by, and have been supporters of regional science. These include such Directors as Brian Holly, JW Harrington, Thomas Leinbach, and especially Barry Moriarty, whose influence was particularly apparent. More recently, the regional science ''emphasis has become estranged from geography as the discipline moves in the directions of GIS and post-modernism'' (Getis). ''So for the last 25 years, the influence of regional science occurs instead through the specialized networks in specific topic areas; e.g., urban models, transportation, population and migration, etc'' (Morrill) .
Influence
As noted in correspondence, influence is a tricky concept. Developments in both geography and regional science were as rapid during the 1950s and 1960s as ever before or since. It would be difficult to deny that geography and regional science have influenced one another. Yet there is no doubt that the RSA and the PRS provided vitally important outlets for geographers at a critical time in the history of geography, and there is no doubt that without Walter Isard, neither the RSA nor the PRS would have happened.
Influence is often measured by citations, but in this case, an analysis based on Isard citations alone would be painstaking, and adding indirect influences to the analysis with names such as Garrison, Berry, Marble, Getis, Morrill, Tobler, Wolpert and the rest would render the task nearly impossible. Suffice it to say that Walter's influence extends both directly and indirectly, and to varying degrees, to nearly every corner of scientific human geography and GIS.
Walter Isard's contribution to geography has long been formally recognized and appreciated. He received the Honors Award from Association of American Geographers 1981, and was named a Fellow of the American Geographic Society in 1984. And it was geographers, much more than economists, who were instrumental in getting him elected to the National Academy of Sciences.
Lines of geographic inquiry that can be traced directly to Walter Isard are few. Yet his presence and activities during a critical period in the history of geographic thought clearly accelerated the process of change. A dynamic and endlessly energetic individual, all with whom I corresponded expressed high regard for Walter Isard, and their pleasure upon learning of this issue in his honor. Reflecting well the thoughts and comments of others, Garrison writes, ''Walter Isard is a very ethical person who has worked hard, driven by his intellectual convictions. He has certainly made his students and others lives better. Good for him.'' And good for geography.
